Once the Strassa No Modesty table is assembled, unpack the rails and hardware and position them close to their appropriate location. Begin by installing adjustable glides into threaded inserts in rail supports.

For tables 120 inches long or shorter.
Assembly only requires two flanges for mounting. Figure A shows the wall flange kit, which includes necessary screws. For tables this length, slide the wall flanges onto the end of the rail (which comes with supports already assembled) and place this assembly between the end panels of the table. Figure B shows the appropriate placement of the wall flange to the end panel (in inches). Mirror for placement of the opposite side.

For tables that are longer than 120 inches.
The foot rails come with 3 wall flanges, 1 connector that has two open ends, 1 leg support, and 1 short rail (The leg support can be identified by a threaded insert for the glide.)

Package Contents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware</th>
<th>Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wall Flange Box Kit</td>
<td>2 - 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glue Packet</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tools Required
Drill (Phillips #2)

Proper product installation, in accordance with these instructions, is the responsibility of the installing agent. If you have any questions concerning these instructions, please call National Customer Service 800.482.1717.
4 Start by installing the wall flange that is attached to the center support for the table. Locate the flange using the approximate dimensions in Figure D.

5 Open up supplied glue pack and retrieve the activator component from the pack. Per the pack directions crack the activator tube to start the flow of the activator to the cotton wick. Swab both male and female fittings of both joints with activator along full contact area.

   NOTE: ALL SURFACE AREAS MUST HAVE ACTIVATOR APPLIED TO ACHIEVE SUFFICIENT STRENGTH IN THE JOINT

6 Snip open and apply glue to the male fitting of the middle coupler and install it to the first section of foot rail. Make sure foot rail supports are oriented properly.

7 Repeat step 6 for second section of foot rail.

Proper product installation, in accordance with these instructions, is the responsibility of the installing agent. If you have any questions concerning these instructions, please call National Customer Service 800.482.1717.
8. Slide the two remaining wall flanges onto the end of these rails. Position this assembly into place by sliding the short rail of the connector into the installed wall flange. Position the wall flanges to the end panels using the approximate dimensions shown in Figure E and install.

![FIGURE E](image)

9. Complete the installation by leveling the foot rail using the adjustable glides, and also by securing the rail from rotating by drilling the self-tapping screw through the wall flange into the rail.

**NOTE:** DO NOT USE THE FOOT RAIL FOR 24 HOURS TO ALLOW SUFFICIENT TIME FOR GLUE TO CURE.
Proper product installation, in accordance with these instructions, is the responsibility of the installing agent. If you have any questions concerning these instructions, please call National Customer Service 800.482.1717.